The Gap State High School – SHAPE Committee
Report for P&C meeting Monday May 10, 2021
_________________________________________________________________________________
We enjoyed a nice afternoon at the resent athletics carnival. The weather provided perfect
conditions for a slick time on the course as well as prime conditions for our soft drink sales. We sold
out of stock. This led to a profit of about $415.
Several duffle bags have been sold in recent times. Is it possible to get our uniform shop staff to
spruik these a little more?
We have several more BBQ’s coming up;
- A booking at Bunnings Keperra on Saturday July 10 (last weekend of the school holidays). If
you are able to assist with this venture during the day please keep your eye out in the school
newsletter in the last several weeks of term. A link to volunteer will be provided. It will be
set up so you can volunteer in 1-hour blocks through the day between 7.30am-3.30pm. Any
time you could donate would be appreciated. Bunnings have adapted their protocols and
require all BBQ captains to complete a course. Donna & Mick Philips and Dave Moran have
agreed to attend this on behalf of the SHAPE committee.
-

Athletics carnival; Friday July 23. Hoping that the weather assist with our drink and sausage
sales on this day too. We will set up a similar volunteer roster on this day too. If you would
like to have a ‘discrete’ look at the carnival and meet some SHAPE members this is a great
day. Times slots between 9-3 will be available. Thank you for the help you can provide.

The HPE faculty representatives briefed the SHAPE Committee with updates on the progress of the
new house system. From all reports it is building momentum quickly. Discussions are being had to
see if offering some house merchandise through the uniform shop would be a profitable venture for
the P&C. Dave Moran is liaising with Angela in the uniform shop.
This has also sparked some renewed interest to paint the grandstand to support our new house
system. The ideas were to paint a mural rather than specific spots for the houses. This would enable
flexibility with growth of the space and an integration of the culture it is creating.
We are also waiting with anticipation to hear news in regards to the SSS grant which would result in
a much needed resurface and upgrade for our outdoor courts. SHAPE is hoping to deliver some
positive news on this front in the near future. If successful, we again thank the P&C for support of
this project and there potential contribution. It will make a big difference to the space and will result
in giving more access to high quality facilities and enable for movement to take place in a safe space
for our children.
If there are any parents who would like to get involved in the committee now is a great time.
Numbers are very small in the group and some new faces would enable the group to continue its
support of all things active at The Gap SHS.
Thank you for your support.
Next SHAPE Meeting: Tuesday June
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